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Intro

Your Guide to SAP

There are three words
everyone likes to hear:

We
Want
You.
We are excited to get to know you better and published this
book to help you get to know us better.
You’ll learn who we are, what we do, and how you can be
part of it.

We hope you like what you see.
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Company
History
SAP was built on
differences.

From inventing the enterprise software sector
to helping the world run better.
In 1972, five entrepreneurs in Germany
had a vision for the business potential of
technology.

SAP is fueled by the pioneering spirit
that inspired its founders to continually
transform the IT industry.

Starting with one customer and a handful of
employees, SAP set out on a path that would
not only transform the world of information
technology, but also forever alter the way
companies do business. Today, more than
400,000 customers stronger, more than ever,

Our company culture continues to be
focused on helping our employees
enable innovation by building
breakthroughs together.
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SAP
Today
SAP has driven
innovation on behalf of
our customers to help
the world run better and
improve people’s lives.
Telling our purpose-driven story to the market shows how we
grew to become one of the largest technology companies,
dedicated to our customers, products, solutions, and people.
By promising to help our customers innovate to run at their
best, coupled with our Intelligent Enterprise strategy, they
can solve complex problems to address some of the world’s
biggest challenges.
As a cloud company with 200 million users and more than
100,000 employees worldwide, we are purpose driven and
future-focused, with a highly collaborative team ethic and
commitment to personal development. Whether connecting
global industries, people, or platforms, we help ensure every
challenge gets the solution it deserves. At SAP, we build
breakthroughs, together.
This story enables employees to share a consistent message
that connects our commitment to helping every company
become a best-run business by highlighting who we are,
where we’ve been, and where we’re going to produce lifelong
customers. Because it’s the best-run businesses that make
the world run better. And the best run SAP.
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SAP Today

Uniquely Positioned
to Help SAP and our
Customers Run as an
Intelligent Enterprise:

Ever so proud of the
strong, passionate,
and talented SAP team
that works relentlessly
to deliver on our
promise: helping every
customer become an
#IntelligentEnterprise!”
Christian Klein
CEO, SAP

SAP has evolved to become
a market leader in end-toend enterprise application
software, database, analytics,
intelligent technologies,
industry solutions, experience
management, and more.
A top cloud company with
200 million users worldwide,
SAP helps businesses of all
sizes and in all industries
to operate profitably, adapt
continuously, and achieve
their purpose.
SAP is innovating in new
markets by building
on our core software
and technology and by
facilitating business change
that addresses the future 		
of work.
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Work
Culture

SAP has the creativity
and agility of a startup
and the backbone of a
world market leader in
business software.
102,430 employees in 145 nationalities worldwide
Despite our size, SAP maintains an entrepreneurial spirit.
We support diversity. Creativity. Flexibility. Growth.
Our size lets us do all these things. We have the resources to
do what small companies can’t. And we’re passionate about
developing deep and lasting relationships with our employees.
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Workspace
Connected. Healthy.
Safe. Productive – at
home and at the office.
We want our employees to love working at SAP. Life at
SAP is balanced and fair.
Get the freedom you need to work at your best – with
time for what matters to you most. We offer flexible work
schedules, opportunities to work from home, time off for
volunteering, and much more to keep you healthy, safe,
and productive.
No matter where you work from, SAP’s employees are
connected. We have a sense of community to help each
other and to discover and share ways to keep engaged,
challenged, and inspired.
We remain focused on our people, our customers, and
our communities.

SAP has offices
around the world,
but we maintain a
spirit of innovation.

For example, AppHaus is next-generation office space.
It features flexible spaces that employees can modify as
their needs change. They draw on the walls to capture
inspiration and move their desks at will to sit with other
employees working on the same project.
The atmosphere is modern, playful, and homey, all
designed to encourage the creative thinking needed for
app development.
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Own SAP
There’s something else
our size lets us do:

Fast Facts
SAP operates more than

Enable each of our over 100,000+ employees to share in our
financial success. With our share purchase plan, Own SAP,
employees can purchase SAP stock at preferred conditions.
We even match your contribution!

100

development locations.

SAP participates in the
Livelihoods Carbon Fund to
help protect the climate.

Own SAP is simple and flexible. Employees can invest as little
as 1% of their base salary and as much as 10%. Our success
comes from our employees and we want you to share in that
success.

SAP launches additional
equity plan to deepen
employees’ participation
in company performance.

Young entrepreneurs
from Africa are invited to
Germany to enhance their
business skills through
Afrika Kommt.
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Fast Facts

Diversity and
Inclusion

5 generations of workers creating a
new dynamic

180+ SAP colleagues’ employees via the
Autism at Work program
As a global organization with employees from 145+
nationalities, our employees must feel free to be their
authentic selves for our company to perform at its best.
We embrace and encourage different perspectives and
believe we are made stronger by our unique combination
of culture, race, ethnicity, age, gender, sexual orientation,
gender identity or expression, physical or mental
ability, and work-life situations. Our culture of inclusion
and focus on health and well-being helps ensure that
everyone – regardless of background – feels included and
can run at their best. When we collaborate with others
who have different points of view, it creates a greater mix
of ideas and spurs innovation.

80+

80+ Employee Network Groups

SAP recognized by Bloomberg Gender
Equality Index for multiple years

SAP is committed to the goal to double
the share of Black and African American
employees in the workforce in the USA
within the next 3 years.

SAP was among the first supporters of the
United Nations Global LGBTI Standards of
Conduct for Business.

Supports mental health of our employees
by prevention, early detection, case
management support, and reintegration.
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Fast Facts

Women and Leadership
at SAP

SAP was listed as a top-five
company for gender diversity by
Trendence Institute.

Over 34% of our employees are women, and we offer many
programs to help women to succeed in the software industry.
Our Women at SAP program is the third-largest internal group
at SAP, with over 10,000 members. Members attend events
and webinars, share articles, and lead discussions about
women at work.

34%+

of our employees are women.

Women hold

Some more of our women-focused programs include:

SAP Business Women’s
Network
With 72 chapters and over
11,000 members, the network
hosts events to give talented
women access to senior
management and hear from
outside speakers.

#WomenForward
A customer-facing
community designed to
help women realize and
celebrate their full potential
across business, cultures,
and communities around
the world.

27%

SAP Women in Tech
SAP Women in Tech is an
initiative designed to celebrate
and connect women who code,
innovate, and lead in technology.
Under the SAP Women in Tech
umbrella we drive two strategic
partnerships to foster visibility
for female technical experts in
the field: FemaleOneZero and
EQUALS.These partners
empower women by
highlighting stories of femaleled innovators, advancing
career growth, and acquiring
successful entrepreneurial
skills to advance career growth.

of our leadership positions.

Gender
Equality

is an important part of SAP’s
mission to help the world run better
and improve people’s lives.
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Employee
Development
SAP values supporting our employees in their jobs. We believe
in working with our employees to develop their talents and
passions into new opportunities that advance their careers.

We’ve identified three main paths
for career development:

With the resources of a worldwide market leader, we realize
that value in tangible ways.

		

Our career framework and tools guide you through your career
journey, helping you to discover who you are, identify where you
want to grow, and develop an action plan to get there.

		

Project manager

		

People manager

Talent +
Passion +
Opportunities =
A Best-Run
Career at SAP

Subject matter expert

How will you get there?

70%

of your growth comes from on-the-job
experiences.

20%

comes from mentoring and coaching from and
networking with other SAP employees.

10%

comes formal training opportunities offered
at SAP.

Fast Facts
In 2020, SAP won

125

employer awards.
SAP has a

95.3

%

employee-retention rate.
SAP offers all employees
one-on-one support for
building their personal brand

300+

employees act as mentors
to other SAP employees.

1,199,000 courses provided
to 96% of SAP employees 		
in 2019
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Investing in SAP's
Next Generation

Fast Facts

We may be one of
the largest business
software companies
in the world, but
we haven’t lost our
entrepreneurial spirit.
We nurture it by hiring people like our founders:
dreamers and innovators. People who define
success on their own terms and want to help
the world run better and improve people’s
lives.It is SAP’s responsibility to drive organic
innovation because our customers bet on our
systems as their foundation for transformation
and growth.
To future-proof their and – with that – our
business, we need to execute against today’s
requirements and at the same time take
a completely different perspective of the
products of tomorrow.
To understand how we invest in the future, we
differentiate between three different types of
innovation:
• Horizon 1: Continuous innovation that
involves incremental improvements to
existing products
• Horizon 2: Adjacent innovation that involves
enhancing the existing portfolio using new
technologies or applying existing knowledge
to new markets to gain new customers
• Horizon 3: Transformative innovation
that occurs as a result of new trends, 		
technologies, and business models, yielding
revolutionary products and markets

New Ventures & Technologies (NVT) is the
organization inside SAP, which focuses on
Horizon 3 and drives transformative innovation
to future-proof SAP NVT has established an
operating model to scout problems, pioneer
technologies and identify commercial
opportunities in SAP’s ecosystem:
• Scouting & Ecosystem Engagement:
intrapreneurship, academic partnerships,
customer co-innovation and joint exploration
with SAP’s Lines of Business and industry
teams
• Technology Innovation: the SAP Innovation
Center Network pioneers emerging
technologies and kick-starts their use at
scale in the SAP ecosystem, (e.g., for 		
blockchain, new AI techniques, or
advanced security schemes)
• Business Incubation: the SAP.iO
Venture Studio provides capital and
portfolio governance for selected SAPcreated ventures, emerging from our 		
intrapreneurship efforts, that will drive high
returns in new growth markets, (e.g., for
ruum by SAP or Dabra by SAP)
We encourage creativity, empower you to
make decisions, and offer career resources like
training, mentorship and networking.

Explore the
Possibilities
SAP Internship Experience Project is
our signature, global internship program
that aims to allow interns the space to find
purpose in their careers. You’ll join intern
cohorts and participate in social networking,
on-site learning sessions and fun social
events that encourage community and
personal growth.
SAP Student Training and Rotation
Program (STAR) is a multiyear, rotational
vocational training program designed to help
students jumpstart their careers at SAP. STAR
interns have the opportunity to work in various
SAP departments and gather valuable realworld experience. Students can work full time
during academic breaks and part time during
the school year.
Early Talent Programs, like Impact and
CareerStarters, are for recent grads. You’ll
also receive specialized onboarding and
development support and join the Early Talent
Community where you can take an active role
as an ambassador.

SAP offers 10 Early Talent
hiring programs, plus
placements directly into
the business.
SAP made

3,795

Intern hires globally
We also hired

2,700
Early Talents.

To position SAP
for future talent,
we work closely
with approximately
3,200 universities
on events, executive
lectures, office visits,
competitions, student
club sponsorships, and
workshops to recruit top
students and graduates.
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Assessment

First time interviewing
at SAP? Don't worry,
we have your back.
Start by familiarizing
yourself with SAP
and jotting down any
questions ahead of time.

Reflect on some
common interview
questions, such as:

You will be invited to complete an assessment during the
recruiting process. Assessments provide you – and SAP –
with greater insight into your skills and strengths.

•

What are your strengths? What will be challenging for you
in this role?

•

Why did you apply for this opportunity?

•

What is one unique quality you will contribute?

•

What is important for you during your time at SAP?

Dress for success.

Bring what you need for
the interview, including:

27

Business casual is usually a good bet. If your new role will
involve customer interactions, kick it up to business attire.

•

Your interview confirmation email (either printed or on
your phone) to present at the reception desk.

•

Questions you have and anything else you feel is important
to you.

Arrive Early.

Give yourself time for travel delays and reception sign-in.

Most importantly, be
yourself!

We want to get to know who you are and what types of
projects spark your passions.

Best of luck in your interview! Make sure
you tell us how it went. Post a review on
Glassdoor.com/sap
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How SAP
Sees the World

The Support to
Transform Yourself
At SAP we focus on the whole of you, not just the job you do.
Take software developer Preeti Singh. Singh loves developing
software, but she wanted to be more than a developer. She
wanted to be a strong woman, able to handle whatever came
her way.
So she started taking kickboxing classes offered through
SAP to strengthen her body.
She gave herself a year to work on this new skill. After that
year, she says, “I had completely transformed myself …
internally and externally.”
“SAP gives you that freedom to do what you really desire, to
do what you really want," says Singh. "When you are given
that freedom, you also start being responsible with that time,
with that space, with that flexibility that you get. It’s up to you
to decide what you want to do with it.”

Fast Facts — A few of the whole-person benefits SAP offers:
Competitive
salaries

Corporate Oncology
Program for
Employees (COPE)

Childcare

Stock options

Fitness programs

Parent-child
offices

Free/subsidized
lunches

Flexible
Savings Account

SAP Social
Sabbatical

https://www.sap.com/about/careers/joining/benefits.html

SAP helps the world
run better and
improve people’s lives.
We connect people
and information to
address the world’s
biggest challenges.
SAP customers represent 98% of top 100 most valued
brands in the world. See how companies like yours are
succeeding with innovative products, services, and
technologies from SAP.

Customer Stories
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SAP has a vision: help the world run
better and improve people’s lives.
We help our customers connect
people and information to address
the world’s biggest challenges.
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Help at Every Step

RISE with SAP
https://www.sap.com/products/rise.html

RISE with SAP is an offering that brings together everything
our customers need to transform their businesses in the way
that works best for them. It is SAP and an entire ecosystem
of partners helping to chart our customers change on their
terms and timelines.

One offer
Simplified transformation journey in one bundle providing benefits from comprehensive,
intelligent, and customer-specific offering.
SAP S/4 HANA Cloud – and integrated, extended solutions powering SAP Business
Technology Platform – keep organizations agile and responsive.

One platform breaks down
silos and integrates data
intelligent technologies, and
ERP software.

Tailored training
and support

End-to-end process
performance with process
analytics providing
embedded tools and
services to facilitate a
seamless transition.

The world’s largest business network helps collaborate across SAP’s supplier, logistics, and
asset intelligence networks.
22,000 SAP partners
providing support and
best practices along
the way
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Software That
Improves People’s Lives
While our vision is to improve people’s lives with our software,
nothing is better than when we help save lives. Our work with
InCor lets us do just that.
Heart disease is the number-one killer in the world today,
and seconds count when you’re trying to save a life. That’s
why InCor, Latin America’s largest heart institute, focuses on
innovation. It wants to give doctors, nurses, and other medical
staff the precious seconds they need to save lives.
InCor chose SAP Leonardo to build the Smart Care Unit, a
system that combines patient, clinical, and research data for
medical staff to use on hospital floors. It’s estimated that the
groundbreaking prototype will free up over 1,000 hours a year
from paperwork.
That’s over 3 million more seconds medical staff have to use
with patients.

The faster you get to medical
attention, the better the chances
[of survival]. The most critical
thing is to not waste time.”
– Dr. Francismar Vidal
Head of RD&I, InCor
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Fast Facts

18 million

people die from heart
disease every year.

InCor ranks

5th

in heart transplants worldwide.

With its new Smart Care
Unit, InCor estimates
medical staff will save

1,000

hours a year in paperwork.

83%

of the most innovative
healthcare companies in the
world run SAP solutions.

100%

of the most successful
precision healthcare
equipment manufacturers in
the world run SAP solutions.
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Winning the race to
vaccinate the world
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Some examples
• Moderna is relying on SAP to help distribute hundred of millions of vaccine doses.
The company is running digital supply chain solutions to help with serialization
and distribution.
• 90%+ of global revenue from GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) pharmaceutical and vaccine
businesses is managed with SAP software, enabling the company to leverage data it
collects and develop insights to improve operations. GSK also uses SAP Ariba to help
procure the raw materials that make up its vaccine formulas.
• AstraZeneca uses SAP Work Manager to oversee its manufacturing equipment and
help managers predict when machines require maintenance. Resulting in a 6-8%
increase worker efficiency
• Sanofi introduced SAP S/4HANA to help standardize and harmonize processes,
support the development of standard solutions, and improve efficiency.

Numerous pharmaceutical research and development companies have created and tested
COVID-19 vaccines at record speed. And they are facing the next challenge. To get the
pandemic under control, about 7.6 billion earthlings need a shot – or two – in the arm that can
come none too soon as the virus mutates and becomes more and more virulent. The demand
is without precedent, stretching the supply chains of the companies that produce COVID-19
vaccines to their limits.
Supply chains in the pharmaceutical industry are complex and haven’t always been the
most robust, according to Bruce Y. Lee, professor of Health Policy and Management at the
City University of New York Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy. The reason,
according to Lee, was often inadequate storage, transportation, and personnel capacity,
leading to major bottlenecks and the discarding of many vaccine doses.
But the world’s vaccine producers are not starting from zero. Data-heavy industries like
pharmaceuticals have matured, and many of the global players have digitalized their
production to achieve production scale and flexibility.
As of March 2021, 18 of the world’s 20 major vaccine producers are already running their
production on SAP solutions that cover the end-to-end process from manufacturing to
controlled distribution to administration and post-vaccine monitoring.

To support large-scale vaccination programs like the world is experiencing with
COVID-19, SAP launched its vaccine collaboration hub (VCH), an extension to
its business network. It covers the end-to-end process from manufacturing to
controlled distribution to administration as well as post-vaccine monitoring.
Through cloud-based applications from SAP, such as SAP Logistics Business
Network, SAP Integrated Business Planning for Supply Chain, SAP S/4HANA, SAP
Analytics Cloud, and cloud solutions from SAP, the VCH provides transparent insight
into the vaccination process.

The ultimate goal is to save lives,
restart the economy, and bring
people back together again. Thanks
to SAP we can help to do this”
– Katrin Lehmann, 											
Head of Customer Innovation and Maintenance
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Employees Use Work
Skills to Help Others
And we go even further, supporting a new generation of
revolutionary software, creating opportunities to make
commercially viable projects with a large social impact,
and enabling employees to volunteer on a larger scale.

SAP.iO Continues Our Entrepreneurial Spirit

1BLives Aims for Global Social Impact

Revolutionary software has the power to
change the world. To keep the revolution going,
we created SAP.iO, a program to support
internal and external projects that aim to
change the world:

The One Billion Lives (1BLives) initiative is
another part of our effort to help the world
run better and improve people’s lives. We
invite employees to develop concepts that use
SAP software to create commercially viable
businesses with a sustainable, social impact.

The SAP.iO Fund invests in external early
stage enterprise software startups that will
create value for our customers.
SAP.iO Foundries incubate the startups to
reach toward Intelligent Enterprise. Startups
receive mentorship, access to SAP APIs and
SAP tech, and opportunities to exposure to
SAP customers.
SAP.iO Venture Studio launches internal
projects that use SAP’s data, tech, and
customer relationships to tackle some of
the biggest problems in enterprise software.
Ventures are given hands-on design,
development, and sales support.

With each project, we get closer to improving
1 billion lives.

Through SAP’s One
Billion Lives, we support
employees that are
innovating from within by
developing a portfolio of
sustainable, shared-value
impact ventures. These
ventures aim to help
solve the world’s biggest
problems by utilizing the
best SAP has to offer –
its people, technology,
and resources.”
– Deborah Kaplan, 							
Director of SAP One Billion Lives, SAP.
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Employees Use Personal
Skills to Help Others
Dr. Tanja Schätz-Kruft, communications expert for SAP Global
Security, is passionate about the endangered Indochinese
tiger. Making a donation just wasn’t enough. Taking advantage
of our flexible work options, Tanja cut her work hours to 80%
and devoted the remaining time to doing more for the tigers.
With her time, she built A World for Tigers, a foundation that
raises funds and works to identify specific projects that will
protect the tigers. The foundation is currently focused on
building ranger stations and training new game rangers to prevent
poaching and educate the populace about protection efforts.

Everyone needs a purpose in
life. That can vary enormously
from person to person.
The main thing is that each
of us achieves contentment
and the feeling of having
done something positive.”
– Dr. Tanja Schätz-Kruft
Communications Expert for SAP Global Security
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How the World
Sees SAP
We think SAP is a pretty
special place, full of
innovative, creative,
and socially conscious
people. We like to think
that our software and
our employees make the
world a better place.

But what does
the world think
of what we do?
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Products
SAP provides comprehensive solutions for all business processes across all industries to find
solutions that help run businesses better, faster, and simpler enterprise wide.
We specialize in…
ERP and finance

CRM and Customer
Experience

Network and Spend
Management

Supply Chain Management

HR and People Engagement

Business Technology
Platform

In the digital age, business leaders must stay on top of new, emerging, and future
technologies. SAP provided the latest trends (Big Data, Cloud Computing, Internet of Things,
Blockchain, Machine Learning, Digital Transformation, etc.) to help with the best opportunities
for our customers.

Company
& People

What's Your
Higher Purpose?
Do you dream of making an
impact with your career?
Something bigger and more
fulfilling than just a “job”?

SAP is recognized around the world for being a great place to work. In 2020, SAP won 125+
employer of choice awards. Here are just a few…

Work for a company that helps countries,
companies, the public sector, and everyday
citizens drive meaningful changes that touch
billions of people.

#1 Top=Rated Workplace		
– Tech in India 			

Imagine playing a role in solving some of the
world’s biggest problems. From a little input
we can create an outsized output.

World’s Best Workplace
2020: 				
Great Place to Work

Best Places to Work 		
for Women: inhersight

World’s Most Attractive
Employers: Universum

Recipient of Glassdoor Best
#1 Best Companies for 		
Places to Work for 5 years 		
Young Professionals:
FirstJob ................................... in a row.....
....					
SAP scored 100 for the
For more details visit our
2020 Disability Equality
career site page here
Index

Fortune’s Most Admired
Companies 2020 		

Global Top Employer
2020: Top Employer Institute

Best Places to work for LGBTQ
Equality: 100% score for the
Corporate Equality Index for
7+ years in a row			
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Our people collaborate to make an immediate
impact on the world. They possess grit and
passion and value human interactions. We
give them the tools they need to innovate;
they give us their best. Together, we make the
world run better and improve people’s lives.
Do you want to change the world, adding
your input to a team devoted to an outsized
output? If so, you could be one of us. We look
forward to interviewing with you and hope
you’ll become a member of the SAP team.

Why wait?
Learn more about #LifeAtSAP!
www.sap.com/careers
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